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ABSTRACT

Adequately exercising the behaviors of autonomous vehicles is fun-

damental to their validation. However, quantifying an autonomous

vehicle’s testing adequacy is challenging as the system’s behavior

is in�uenced both by its state as well as its physical environment.

To address this challenge, our work builds on two insights. First,

data sensed by an autonomous vehicle provides a unique spatial

signature of the physical environment inputs. Second, given the

vehicle’s current state, inputs residing outside the autonomous ve-

hicle’s physically reachable regions are less relevant to its behavior.

Building on those insights, we introduce an abstraction that enables

the computation of a physical environment-state coverage metric,

PhysCov. The abstraction combines the sensor readings with a phys-

ical reachability analysis based on the vehicle’s state and dynamics

to determine the region of the environment that may a�ect the

autonomous vehicle. It then characterizes that region through a

parameterizable geometric approximation that can trade quality

for cost. Tests with the same characterizations are deemed to have

had similar internal states and exposed to similar environments

and thus likely to exercise the same set of behaviors, while tests

with distinct characterizations will increase PhysCov. A study on

two simulated and one real system’s dataset examines PhysCovs’s

ability to quantify an autonomous vehicle’s test suite, showcases

its characterization cost and precision, investigates its correlation

with failures found and potential for test selection, and assesses its

ability to distinguish among real-world scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This work explores a fundamental and open question in testing au-

tonomous vehicles: to what extent does a system test suite exercise

the potential system behaviors?

Typically, software engineers rely on abstractions of the input

space to de�ne equivalent input classes. The underlying principle is

that inputs within an equivalent class exercise similar behavior. If

the abstraction is e�ective at clustering inputs into classes that lead

to similar behavior, then the percentage of classes covered provides

a means to quantify the extent that a test suite exercises the system.

In the context of autonomous systems, such as autonomous

cars and drones, the system behavior is signi�cantly in�uenced

by the system’s state and its surrounding physical environment.

The vehicle’s pose, speed, and acceleration, the road topology, the

surrounding tra�c, the signage, and other objects in the environ-

ment in�uence the vehicle’s actions. Yet, existing adequacy criteria

are insu�cient to abstract autonomous vehicles’ system state and

environment into equivalent classes.

Structural code coverage [62, 65] and the coverage of learned

components [27, 64] are not cognizant of the system’s physical

state and environment attributes, resulting in distinct scenarios

that render the same coverage. The industry reported miles driven

criterion [6, 30] does not consider the state of the vehicle nor the

scenarios traveled, so miles driven at high or low speeds or through

suburban tra�c or multi-lane highway are considered equivalent.

Coverage of requirements de�ned by domain experts as per the

system state [28] or the environment [49] are valuable to establish

acceptance tests but are not scalable given the space of behaviors

triggered by state and environment. Scenario coverage [40] incor-

porates the physical environment by building a situation graph

containing the objects, their attributes, and their relationships in an

environment. This approach is feasible as long as the ground truth

graphs can be pre-computed, severely curtailing its applicability

beyond limited simulation environments. Trajectory coverage relies

on a vehicle position [26] but ignores other aspects of the system

state and the environment. This means, for example, that two tests

that cause the vehicle to visit the same positions are deemed equiv-

alent even if one does so at high speed while changing lanes while

the other does it at slower speeds while avoiding obstacles.

However, incorporating a vehicle’s state and physical environ-

ment into a coverage criterion is challenging for several reasons.

First, the vehicle’s state is rich and amenable to amyriad of represen-

tations, making the generalization of a coverage measure di�cult.

Second, the world has a practically in�nite number of complex

environments, which makes identifying equivalence classes and

estimating the total number of classes hard and onerous. Third,

the many subtle interactions between vehicle state and the envi-

ronment and how that a�ects a vehicle’s behavior means that any

coverage metrics must consider those dimensions jointly.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Interna-

tional License.
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Figure 1: A) An �(*) in two environments using two di�er-

ent behaviors. B) The �(*) senses the environment (solid

lines). C) Our approach characterizes the sensed reachable re-

gion as it is the most likely to in�uence its behavior (dashed

lines), through a series of vectors (blue solid lines). D) These

vectors provide distinct signatures, which we call RRS.

We address the de�ciencies of existing coverage criteria and the

above challenges by introducing a complementary abstraction, RRS

(Reduced Reachability Set), that identi�es the most relevant areas

of the environment to the autonomous system under test (�(*) ).

It builds on two basic principles. First, sensed environment inputs

in the spatial trajectory of the vehicle are likely more valuable and

should be retained. Second, the physical space where those inputs

reside can be geometrically approximated, and inputs with the same

approximations constitute an equivalence class. From a technical

perspective, those insights are leveraged by 1) incorporating the

current state and physical dynamics of the autonomous vehicle to

prune regions of the sensed input space that the vehicle cannot

reach in a time horizon, 2) performing a geometric vectorization

on the remaining input set to approximate its shape, and 3) pa-

rameterizing the RSS abstraction to trade approximation precision

(resolution of the equivalence classes) for computational cost.

Motivating example. Consider the vehicle in Figure 1 operat-

ing in two distinct testing scenarios (A). Both are scenarios that

the autonomous vehicle is expected to navigate, and both can trig-

ger a di�erent set of behaviors. The multi-lane highway requires

the car to be aware of other vehicles merging, it should overtake

slow-moving vehicles, and can expect that vehicles on the road are

moving in the same direction. The single-lane highway requires

the car to be aware of any intersections, it should avoid overtaking,

and it needs to be aware that the other lane is for tra�c in the

opposite direction. If an abstraction places both of these scenarios

into the same equivalence class, and cannot distinguish between

them, then their joint coverage will be underestimated. If another

scenario like the �rst one is added but the abstractions place it in

a di�erent equivalence class, then the test suite coverage will be

overestimated even though they would exhibit the same behaviors.

The goal of our approach is to identify meaningful di�erences

in the environment that may reveal distinct behaviors while group-

ing tests that may trigger the same behavior in the same equiva-

lence classes. It starts by reading the �(*) spatial sensors (e.g.,

LiDAR, radars, ultrasound) values, which capture some portion of

the physical world around the vehicle (B, solid lines). Then, using

the vehicle’s kinematic and dynamic models and current state (pose,

velocity, acceleration), it computes the region of the physical en-

vironment it is most likely to interact with (C, dashed lines). The

assumption is that this is the most relevant portion of the environ-

ment as no physical action produced by the �(*) could result in

the vehicle colliding with any part of the environment outside this

region (similar to how we stop worrying about a pedestrian looking

to cross the road after we have driven past them). We conjecture

that the intersection of these regions, the sensed and reachable

region, is the most relevant to the vehicle’s behavior. Our approach

then e�ciently approximates the shape of that region through a

parameterizable set of vectors (C, blue lines), 7 in this example,

that extends from the vehicle’s current position to the edge of the

region. The magnitude of those vectors provides a signature that

characterizes that particular input space at a given time, which

we call the RRS signature (D of Figure 1). Executing a test suite

will result in a sequence of such RRS signatures. Tests with the

same set of RRS signatures will be grouped into equivalence classes

as they are likely to have had similar internal states and external

environments and, thus, likely to produce the same set of behaviors.

An additional bene�t of our approach is that the total number of

unique RRS can be computed. The quotient of the exposed over the

potential total signatures is PhysCov.

Contributions. The main contributions of the paper are:

1) An abstraction RRS, and a newmetric, PhysCov, that allows quan-

tifying the extent to which a test suite exposes an �(*) to distinct

physical environments. The process underlying RRS is novel in how

it reduces the environments by integrating physical reachability

analysis and geometric vectorization of the reachable space.

2) The implementation and study of RRS and PhysCov on two

simulated and one real system datasets. The study shows RRS range

of applicability through its parameterization and PhysCov value

to judge the thoroughness of test suites in terms of the number of

distinct environments explored, how it can e�ectively assist in test

case selection, and how it can identify similar and distinct scenarios.

2 BACKGROUND

Testing software aims to expose faults and increase developers’

con�dence that the software is correct [59]. Test adequacy criteria

are useful to determine when enough testing has been done [42, 65].

The complexity of the input space and of the systems that consume

those inputs makes it challenging to assert the adequacy of a test

suite. We describe existing approaches to conquer those sources of

complexity.

2.1 Input and System Models Coverage

The �rst type of approach develops models of the input space and

judges to what extent a test suite covers those models. Goodenough
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and Gerhart [19], Hamlet [20], Ntafos et al. [43], and Weyuker et

al. [58], set the foundations for modeling the input space as equiva-

lence classes. For such approaches to be cost-e�ective, the rendered

classes must be homogeneous in the behavior they cause, and the

partitioning into classes must be e�cient. Today we see a range of

input models, from grammars for systems that consume strings [22]

to system con�gurations [35] and �nite sets of constraints [51]. The

second type of approach develops models of the system and judges

the extent a suite covers them. These models partition the input

space but do so relative to the implementation of the system. A

common type of this model is based on structural code coverage

metrics [5, 21, 24, 32, 60, 62, 65].

While these techniques have found success in traditional soft-

ware systems, they struggle with some attributes of autonomous

vehicles [34]. First, autonomous vehicle components are inherently

statistical in nature and thus result in non-deterministic behav-

iors [50]. Emerging work on coverage criteria for learned compo-

nents [39, 48] mitigates this challenge, but they constitute just one

of the sources of non-determinism. Second, regardless of the test,

many system components, such as those for control and planning,

tend to have a linear control �ow which causes code metrics to

saturate quickly. Alternative emerging criteria such as those based

on requirement coverage such as vehicle stability, assured clear

distance ahead, minimum separation [28], and covered features

such as dirt roads, bridges, or highways [49] are helpful in de�ning

critical acceptance tests. However, such enumerations cannot be

expected to de�ne the long tail of possible scenarios.

2.2 Physical Environment Coverage

In the context of autonomous systems, there are many approaches

for automatic test generation [1, 4, 11, 31, 46, 56]. This work is

novel in its focus on the environment to guide the testing pro-

cess [15, 16, 23, 52, 61]. For example, Fremont et al. develop a proba-

bilistic language to specify environments for testing the perception

components of autonomous systems [14], Gambi et al. use proce-

dural content generation to automatically create challenging scenar-

ios for autonomous vehicles [15, 16], and Altho� et al. create critical

situations with a small solution space where the autonomous vehi-

cle must avoid a collision [4]. However, none of these e�orts use a

coverage metric to determine test adequacy. Majzik et al. de�ned

scenario coverage [40], where a scenario describes a sequence of

scenes, and a scene describes a snapshot of the environment [53].

This approach falls short in that the process of converting any real

physical environment into an abstract representation does not scale,

and there is no mechanism to compute the total number of possible

scenes. Hu et al. compute coverage of road regions within a sce-

nario [26]. However, as they point out, this solution is limited as it

assumes rectangular roads, overlooks the temporal aspect of the

trajectory, and ignores the physical environment. Quantifying test

adequacy for autonomous vehicles per the state and environment

covered over the possible scenes remains an open problem.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider an�(*) , with various spatial sensors (e.g., LiDAR, radar,

sonar). Given a test g , the �(*) will complete it by repeating three

basic operations: sensing the environment, processing the available

information, and acting on this knowledge. The ASUT starts in

an initial environment 40 ∈ E from the set of all environments

and an initial state B0 ∈ S from the set of all possible states. At

each point in time C , the �(*) ’s sensors provide an abstraction of

the environment. This abstraction 4B4=C is a function of both the

environment 4C at time C , but also the state BC (e.g., the pose of

the vehicle a�ects what portions of the environment it senses),

and can be described as 4B4=C = B4=B>AB (BC , 4C ). The combination of

system state and sensed environment are then used by the �(*)

to determine its next action 08 = ?A>24BB8=6(4
B4=
8 , B8 ). Through the

completion of an action, the �(*) will be presented with a new

environment 48+1 and state B8+1. Therefore, by performing g , the

�(*) will sense environments �B4= = ⟨4B4=
0
, 4B4=
1
, . . . , 4B4=C ⟩, that

will result in a sequence of actions � = ⟨01, 02, . . . , 0C ⟩.

Given the �(*) and a test suite T = (g1, g2, . . . , g: ), we aim to

measure the test adequacy of T . We judge T to be adequate if it

exposes the�(*) to all environment state pairs V = �B4= ×S since

that would guarantee exploration of all possible behaviors �. If,

after observing all resulting �, no failures are found, the system is

tested adequately. It is unlikely that T will expose the system to V ,

and thus we measure U ⊆ V , where U is the set of environment-state

pairs experienced during T . We can then compute test adequacy

using U
V
, and subsequently determine how well a system is tested.

Computing U
V
for a test suite is challenging for four main reasons.

First, the internal state of the �(*) is highly complex and can be

represented di�erently among implementations. Therefore, to be

broadly applicable, the approach needs to be system implementa-

tion and sensor agnostic. Second, autonomous systems operate in

the real world, which has a practically in�nite number of � and thus

�B4=8 , where each of the � are highly complex. Third, autonomous

systems can have several sensors and sensor types rendering dis-

tinct �B4=8 , further increasing the number of sensed environments.

Finally, sensors are often susceptible to noise. Therefore in the pres-

ence of the same physical environment, they may render di�erent

values when faced with the same environment.

Thus, to compute V = �B4= ×S, we �rst need an implementation-

independent way of identifying S. Second, we need a way to ab-

stract �B4= such that the abstraction is �nite and e�cient while

also allowing for the abstractions of the sensed environment to be

comparable so that they can be grouped into equivalence classes.

Third, we need the abstraction of �B4= to be sensor independent.

4 APPROACH

We now de�ne the RRS abstraction to compute PhysCov, a metric

to quantify the unique, relevant physical environments perceived

by the ASUT during the execution of a test suite.

4.1 Pipeline Overview

The goal of the approach is to approximate U
V
, the number of envi-

ronment state pairs seen in a given test suite (U), over the possible

environment state pairs (V). Figure 2 presents an overview of the

RRS abstraction pipeline to compute that approximation.

The pipeline takes as input the sequence of all visited environment-

state pairs ⟨�B4=, (⟩: , collected by executing each test : in g ∈ T on

the ASUT. The pipeline has three stages. First, the approach needs

to de�ne the region around the ASUT most relevant based on the
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Figure 2: Overview - The approach starts with an initial test suite, and an ASUT. It then executes the test suite on the ASUT and

passes the state and sensor data to the RRS abstraction pipeline. This creates RRS signatures which can compute PhysCov.

ASUT state. To do this, the RRS pipeline uses the ASUT state BC at

each timestep C , to compute the ASUT ’s physical reachable set AC
at that time step, that is, the area or volume that the vehicle can

reach given its current state. This step incorporates the internal

state of the ASUT into the abstraction, as the reachable set requires

both the dynamic and kinematic model  and the ASUT ’s internal

state BC (e.g., position, velocity, acceleration). We assume that the

reachable set is the essential part of the sensed area, as any object

inside the reachable set is an obstacle that has the potential for

collision, while any object outside can not be hit regardless of the

autonomous vehicle’s behavior.

Second, the approach needs to identify the parts of the envi-

ronment most relevant to the current behavior of the ASUT. The

approach assumes the vehicle’s sensors capture 4B4=C , the portions

of the environment that drive its behavior. Then, it computes

AB4=C = 4B4=C ∩ AC . Thus A
B4=
C only contains sensor readings from

the physical world inside the area or volume de�ned by the reach-

able set, which we argue is the region most important to theASUT ’s

decision at time C . By removing all portions of the environment that

are not likely to a�ect the ASUT ’s decision-making, the approach

reduces the environment such that |'B4= | << |�B4= | << |� |.

Third, although AB4=C is signi�cantly smaller than the physical

environment, it has a complex geometry and is represented as

an innumerable continuous space. The approach needs a way to

characterize this identi�ed region so that it can be easily compared

with others and counted. The approach uses geometric vectorization

to approximate AB4=C using an array of vectors originating from the

autonomous vehicle. The unique sequence of vector magnitudes is

called an RRS signature. This process is object and sensor-agnostic

and can account for unexpected sensor readings, which one might

experience when operating in a new and unexpected environment.

The output of this �nal step is a sequence of RRS signatures, where

for each (BC , 4
B4=
C ) pair, there are an RRS signatures. The sequence

⟨''(⟩: represents an abstraction of the ASUT ’s sensed physical

environments as perceived by its states during the execution of g: .

The approach then passes the ⟨''(⟩: sequence through a func-

tion 5 to convert it into a coverage vector Ψ: . This function’s se-

mantics can vary depending on the user’s needs. For example, in our

study, 5 computes the coverage vector by reducing the ⟨''(⟩: into

the set of ''( signatures {''(}: . This represents all unique ''(

and thus environment state pairs seen during testing. Alternatively,

a more advanced function could count the number of times each

''( abstraction was seen, thus representing a count of the environ-

ment state pairs seen during testing. Another 5 could, for example,

account for the transitions between consecutive signatures.

When Ψ: represents the set of RRS signatures, the approach can

compute PhysCov, an approximation of U
V
. PhysCov represents the

percentage of environment state pairs experienced by the ASUT

over all possible environment state pairs. The approach computes

U = |{Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ψ: }|, where Ψ: = {''(}: . The approach

can then compute V as the total number of possible ''( signatures.

Computing V is possible as the approach knows the parameters to

the pipeline, such as the maximum length of the RRS signatures

and the total number of vectors used in the RRS signatures.

While the approach overcomes the problems de�ned in the prob-

lem statement, it also creates a metric whose properties provide

additional bene�ts. First, this approach is general, with the reach-

able set accounting for any possible internal state and the geometric

approximation accounting for any possible physical environment.

Second, tests with the same RRS signature are grouped into equiva-

lence classes. For a test to have the same RRS signature, it needs

to have a similar reachable set and internal state, as well as similar

sensed environments. When this happens, the autonomous vehicles

would likely behave similarly, and thus we can maintain equiva-

lence class consistency. Third, the approximation can be scaled

to increase or decrease the approximation’s �delity by adjusting

the number of vectors used. Fourth, the metric is �nite; we can

compute the denominator V prior to testing. Finally, our metric has

a linear cost O(=) with respect to the number of vectors used in

the geometric vectorization. The other signi�cant computation is

the generation of the reachable set, which is the target of much

recent work [12, 18, 55, 63].

4.2 RRS Signature Generation

Given ⟨�B4=, (⟩: = ⟨(4B4=
1
, B1), (4

B4=
2
, B2), . . . , (4

B4=
C , BC )⟩: produced

by test g: , the objective of RRS is to generate a sequence of signa-

tures ⟨''(⟩: = ⟨''(1, ''(2, . . . ''(C ⟩: . We will use the scenario in

Figure 3 as a running example to show the three stages to compute

such an RSS signature.

4.2.1 Reduction to Reachable Set. The reachability analysis com-

ponent aims to identify which parts of 4B4=C may a�ect the ASUT ’s

future actions. This is important as most systems perceive large

portions of the environment that are unlikely to in�uence their

behavior given the system’s current state. Consider a case where

4B4=C is generated using a LiDAR. The LiDARs used on today’s self-

driving cars operate using a 360-degree �eld of view and can detect

objects up to 300m away from the vehicle’s current position [54].

This would result in an environment 4;830AC that covers an area of

282743<2, most of which is not actively relevant to the ASUT. For

example, suppose the ASUT is moving forward at 70mph. In that

case, the space behind the ASUT is likely irrelevant, while the space

ahead of the vehicle is more likely to a�ect its behavior.

To identify the most relevant area, this component performs

physical reachability analysis1 [2, 29], a well-known approach at

1Distinct from code reachability [10] as it relies on the system’s physical attributes.
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Figure 3: Given an ASUT and its environment. The reachable set is computed to identify the regions more likely to a�ect

the ASUT behavior given its state within a time horizon. The resultant reachable set is then constrained using the sensed

environment. Last, the reduced reachable set is approximated using geometric vectorization, and the ''( signature is produced.

the center of many challenging tasks for mobile autonomous ve-

hicles. Given the system’s kinematics and dynamics, current state,

and a time horizon, this analysis computes a system’s attainable

region [38, 41, 55]. It does so by iteratively applying the set of ad-

missible control sequences to a system model with a known state.

More formally, the future state of a vehicle can be described using

nonlinear dynamics B8+1 = P(B8 , 08 ), where P is the plant model,

B8 is the current state, and 08 the current action. Given all valid

actions � at B8 , the vehicle’s reachable set A8 is computed through

equation 1 with ⊕ representing the geometric sum.

A8 = B8 ⊕

∫ 8+1

8
P(B8 , �)3C (1)

An illustration of the reachable set of a ground vehicle is shown

in Figure 3b (the cone-shaped region). The reachability set compu-

tation complexity depends on the system model’s complexity. A

car’s model uses dynamics and kinematics where the state of the

car can be described using B = [G,~, E,k ]) , which describes the G

and ~ position, the velocity E , and the orientation k [33, 45]. The

input to the system is D = [0, X], which describes the acceleration

0 and the front wheel steering angle X .

There are many techniques to compute the reachability set, trad-

ing accuracy and cost [3, 7, 13]. For example, an inexpensive ap-

proximation might use a geometric polytope that is constructed

using the ASUT maximum steering angle and a radius equivalent to

its maximum velocity. We use this approach in Figure 3b, where the

reachable set for the ASUT is described by a sector whose origin

is the ASUT ’s current position and the radius is de�ned by the

maximum distance the ASUT can traverse given its current linear

and angular speed. Alternatively, a more sophisticated reachability

analytical method would use the full ASUT kinematic and dynamic

models to describe the ASUT ’s motion [57].

The output of this component is illustrated in Figure 3-b. A

reachable set extends from the autonomous vehicle in a conical

area in front of it, and it includes the �re hydrant, the truck, and the

trailer, as these items are within the potential area the vehicle can

visit through a sequence of actions. The parked cars and groups of

people are not reachable within the speci�ed state and time horizon

and thus lie outside of the reachable set.

4.2.2 Reduction to the Sensed Reduced Reachable Set. The ASUT

continually captures and processes 4B4=C . A wide range of sensors

Algorithm 1: Geometric Vectorization Algorithm

1 Given AB4=
C

, BC , =, D, I
2 XXY = []

3 for i in = do
4 angle = D[8]

5 v = compute_vector(AB4=
C

, BC , angle)

6 discretized_v = round(v, I[8])

7 XXY .append(discretized_v)

8 end

9 return XXY

available for di�erent ASUT provide some form of spatial awareness,

and thus 4B4=C might come in various forms. Figure 3c shows 4B4=C as

a point cloud, a collection of points representing the sensed objects

around the ASUT.

This component integrates 4B4=C with the previously computed AC .

To account for the limited resolution of the sensors, our approach

in�ates each point using a user-de�ned parameter X represented as

the dashed lines in Figure 3c. This step ensures that when geometric

vectorization occurs, each vector will not pass through obstacles

sensed with limited resolutions. However, as the resolution of sen-

sors increases or the number of sensors increases, the need for

in�ation reduces. Any region of the reachable set that intersects

with this in�ated region is removed. Figures 3c shows the reduction

of AC to A
B4=
C , which now contains the reachable set constrained by

the sensed environment. The resulting reachable set is constrained

by the truck and the �re hydrant the vehicle could reach in the

speci�ed time horizon.

4.2.3 Reduced Reachable Set Vectorization. Once we have com-

puted AB4=C , the �nal step is to convert it from its current polytope

representation to a concise numeric characterization. We resort

to a vector approximation inspired by the centroid-to-boundary

shape analysis technique[37]. This technique approximates com-

plex shapes by computing the distance from a central point to all

boundary points of the shape. More speci�cally, given a speci�ed

number of vectors, the approach samples the AB4=C space with vec-

tors whose origin is the ASUT and magnitude is de�ned by their

intersection with the bounds of AB4=C , quickly providing a character-

ization of the sensed and reachable space we call the RRS signature.

Algorithm 1 describes the process in more detail. The inputs are

AB4=C , the current state of the ASUT BC , the total number of vectors

= used to characterize the space, the spread D of the vectors which
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de�ne the angles between vectors, and the tick intervals I which

de�nes at which intervals vectors can be discretized. The algorithm

loops through the total number of vectors = in line 3. For each

vector, it �rst determines at what angle the vector should be from

the centerline de�ned by the ASUT ’s direction of travel from the

spread D as shown in line 4. For example, D might de�ne that

vectors are spaced evenly, 4 degrees apart from each other, spanning

from the centerline. In line 5, the algorithm computes the vector’s

magnitude from the ASUT ’s origin at the speci�ed angle until it

reaches the edge of the reachable set AB4=C . Next, in line 6, the vector

E is discretized by rounding to the nearest value de�ned by the tick

intervals I. For example, if the currents E ’s magnitude was 3.25

and I was de�ned as (1, 3, 5), then E would be discretized to the

value 3. Finally, in line 7, that discretized vector magnitude is added

to the ''( signature before being returned in line 9.

4.3 Usages of RRS Signature

The �nal step in the pipeline is to convert the sequence of ⟨''(⟩:
signatures into a coverage vector Ψ: . Multiple types of coverage

vectors can be computed, from one based on the unique signatures

exposed by a test to one that considers the number of times each

signature is executed or the transitions between signatures over

time. However, for the rest of the paper, we focus on the simplest

notion of signature coverage, identifying all unique ''( signatures

in ⟨''(⟩: , ⟨''(⟩: → {''(}: = Ψ: , which is similar to converting

a trace of lines of code covered into a coverage vector just containing

the unique lines that were executed.

4.3.1 PhysCov Computation. PhysCov aims to capture how much

of the relevant physical environment was covered by a test suite

and is de�ned in equation 2. Intuitively, this metric represents the

percentage of distinct environments perceived that are relevant to

the ASUT given its state. The number of distinct RRS abstractions U

is computed from the union of each of the coverage vectors from all

tests, such that U = Ψ1 ∪Ψ2∪ · · · ∪Ψ: . To compute V , the approach

enumerates all possible ''( signatures. Equation 2’s denominator

takes the product of all possible magnitudes each vector can obtain

and passes it through 5 to compute V . This, in e�ect, enumerates

all possible combinations of the tick intervals I, and thus we are

left with all possible combinations of ''( signatures. Then to enu-

merate all possible Ψ, we pass all possible combinations of ''(

signatures through 5 . A byproduct of our approach is that we can

control the total number of RRS signatures and vary the granularity

of PhysCov by varying = or I.

PhysCov =
U

V
=

Ψ1 ∪ Ψ2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ψ:

5
(

∏=
8=0

(

|I [8] |
)) (2)

4.3.2 Test Suite Selection. Test selection works on the principle

that coverage vectors Ψ are a good proxy for identifying equivalent

tests. If two tests produce the same Ψ then we judge that the tests

likely exposed the system to the same environment state pairs and

thus likely test the same behavior. Once the approach identi�es

each of the equivalent coverage vectors, it can construct a new test

suite T B4;42C with only a single test from each equivalence class

T B4;42C ⊆ T , where T B4;42C
= {g8 , g 9 ∈ T |Ψ8 ≠ Ψ9 }.

4.3.3 Test Suite Generation. The missing Ψ, Ψ<8BB8=6
= V − U ,

can be the drivers of a targeted test suite generation e�ort. Once

the approach has identi�ed Ψ
<8BB8=6 , it can construct each of the

missing ''( signatures using ''( = 5 −1 (Ψ<8BB8=6). Then for each

''( ∈ Ψ
<8BB8=6 , the approach can generate an environment state

pair that would result in that speci�c ''( signature being formed.

4.4 RRS Generalization

Computing RRS signatures is not restricted to 2D environments,

particular sensor types (as long as they provide a spatial character-

ization), or autonomous ground vehicles. For example, a quadro-

tor reachable set would resemble an upside-down cone, with the

quadrotor in the middle. Sensed obstacles could be used to remove

portions of the reachable set, which could then be approximated

using geometric vectorization.

5 STUDY

We aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1) How e�ective is the coverage vector Ψ at grouping equiva-

lent environment inputs such that they cause similar behaviors?

Additionally, what is the impact of the ''( parameters on PhysCov?

RQ2)How e�ective is PhysCov at selecting tests that induce unique

failures?

RQ3) Can PhysCov distinguish similar from di�erent real scenar-

ios?

5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate PhysCov on three increasingly complex environments,

a tra�c kinematic simulation, a high-�delity simulation, and data

taken from a real autonomous system. This mimics real-world devel-

opment, where autonomous systems are �rst developed in simple

simulated environments, then in complex simulations, and �nally

tested in the real world. We now describe how we set up our envi-

ronments, what baselines we compared against, what evaluation

criteria were used, and how we instantiated our PhysCov pipeline.

5.2 Environments

5.2.1 HighwayEnv. Shown in Figure 4, HighwayEnv [36] is a min-

imalistic open-source simulator used to explore control and nav-

igation aspects of autonomous driving. The ego vehicle uses an

onboard sensor to track the position and velocity of the closest

tra�c vehicles and a rule-based navigation module to traverse the

highway. We con�gured the scenario by placing the ego vehicle

at one end of a highway, and the goal was for the ego vehicle to

navigate down the highway as fast as possible. The highway was

populated with between 1 and 10 vehicles placed randomly in front

of the ego vehicle. The �rst tra�c vehicle was spawned in a ran-

dom lane 15m in front of the ego vehicle. Subsequent vehicles were

spawned in random lanes using 2m intervals. The 10 tra�c vehicles

were allowed to operate between speeds of 15</B−25</B , while the

ego vehicle speeds were 15</B − 30</B . Each run lasts 25 seconds,

allowing the ego vehicle to overtake the other vehicles. If the ego

vehicle collides with another vehicle, the simulator removes that

vehicle and reduces the velocity of the ego vehicle. By allowing and

recording multiple collisions during each test, we could ensure that

all tests were precisely 25 seconds. We generated 1,000,000 tests to
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Figure 4: HighwayEnv[36], BeamNG[9], and the Waymo

Open Perception Dataset [47] environments.

explore the possible scenarios that could occur in HighwayEnv. Of

the 1,000,000 tests, 94% executed without any failures.

5.2.2 BeamNG. The second environment, shown in Figure 4, is

BeamNG.tech [9] (BeamNG), a versatile high-�delity vehicle simula-

tor with state-of-the-art soft-body physics, collision detection, and

sensors. The ego vehicle is controlled by BeamNG’s autonomous

driver module, which has approximately 2500 lines of code to per-

form speed and steering modulation, obstacle avoidance, and path

planning. We spawn between 1-10 tra�c vehicles at random lo-

cations in a 60< × 20< rectangle centered 30< ahead of the ego

vehicle. The vehicles had a speed limit of 120:</ℎ, while the ego

vehicle was 144:</ℎ (to allow the ego-vehicle to overtake the traf-

�c vehicles). The tra�c vehicles are controlled by BeamNG’s tra�c

module which maintains a tra�c density, so when a tra�c vehicle

is overtaken and thus no longer in the �eld of view of the ego

vehicle, it respawns the vehicle in front but out of sight of the ego

vehicle. Each run was con�gured to last 50 seconds. If a failure

occurred during the run, we let the autonomous vehicle software

try and recover for the rest of the test. BeamNG can not run faster

than real-time, and it has license restrictions for running multiple

instances, which limited the number of runs to 10,000 tests, which

took roughly a week of continuous execution on a high-end ma-

chine. The ego vehicle achieved an 87.39% success rate over all tests.

Although the success rate of both simulated systems is lower than

an ideal safety-critical system, it is �tting for our study as it allows

us to evaluate the failure detection capabilities of PhysCov.

5.2.3 Waymo Open Perception Dataset. Our third environment is

the real world as perceived by the Waymo vehicle (Waymo Open

Perception Dataset [47]). Using this real-world dataset allowed us to

evaluate PhysCov’s applicability to real-world systems, but we note

that it has no recorded failures and limited scenarios. So our focus

is on the ability of PhysCov to form equivalent input classes. Our

PhysCov pipeline uses sensor data from the mid-range LiDAR on

top of the vehicle and four short-range LiDARs (front, side left, side

right, and rear). We also use data from the 3 front-facing cameras to

understand and explain each scenario. We selected all 798 scenarios

from the training set. Each scenario contains a 20-second snippet of

autonomous vehicle driving, giving us a total of 15, 960 seconds of

real-world driving data captured at 10Hz, which results in 159,600

RRS signatures generated over the entire dataset.

5.3 Baseline Techniques

We consider several techniques mentioned in the related work: code

covered, miles driven, scenario coverage, and trajectory coverage.

Miles driven was discarded as all tests drive for a similar time and

distance, so it provided no valuable information. Scenario cover-

age was also dismissed as it requires full knowledge of the entire

environment and all relationships between objects in the environ-

ment, which is not feasible given the complexity of the BeamNG

or Waymo tests. Additionally, it is impractical for long and large

numbers of tests, given the amount of data it needs to track. Thus,

we ended up employing code and trajectory coverage.

5.3.1 Code Coverage. Since the control software for Highway-Env

is written in Python, we used the existing “Coverage.py” tool to com-

pute both the line and branch coverage[8]. BeamNG’s autonomous

control software is written in Lua, and coverage tools for Lua are

still quite limited (e.g., LuaCov[44]). Therefore, we implemented

our own tool to track line, branch, and intraprocedural prime path

coverage2, intraprocedural path coverage, and path coverage. The

source code for Waymo’s autonomous vehicle is not publicly avail-

able; thus, no code coverage was computed for Waymo.

5.3.2 Trajectory Coverage. Trajectory coverage measures the ex-

tent to which an autonomous vehicle covers discrete regions on a

road [26]. The measure requires users to de�ne a driving area, and

the original work assumes a rectangular bounded area to facilitate

its speci�cation. Next, the driving area is divided into equally sized

blocks. We set the block size to 1< × 1<, matching the original

paper. Each time the autonomous vehicle drives over one of the

blocks, it is marked as covered. Trajectory coverage is computed

as the set of blocks covered over the total number of blocks in the

driving area. As de�ned, the approach is “naive” in that assuming

most scenarios will consist of rectangular roads when most areas

actually consist of irregular shapes (e.g., a curve on the road). As

part of our study, we implement a version that supports irregu-

lar shapes that precisely match the curves of the road area while

also ignoring portions of the road that should not be covered, for

example, lanes with tra�c in the opposite direction. We call this

approach “improved” trajectory coverage.

5.4 Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate PhysCov, we primarily looked at two criteria, consis-

tency of equivalent classes and failures.

5.4.1 Equivalent Classes and Inconsistencies. A desirable coverage

abstraction will produce the smallest number of equivalent classes,

where all the inputs in each class lead to the same behavior. Thus, we

evaluate the coverage metrics in terms of the number of equivalence

classes they render and the consistency displayed by the rendered

classes. For example, for our proposed measure Ψ, two tests that

have the sameΨ are said to belong to the same equivalence class and

thus should generate the same behavior. For lines of code coverage,

two tests that exercise the same lines are said to belong to the same

equivalence class and should behave consistently. Similarly, two

tests are equivalent for trajectory coverage if they cover the same

blocks in the drivable area. We judge an equivalent class containing

tests that pass and fail to be inconsistent, while classes that contain

just passing or just failing tests to be consistent.

2In a prime path, each node cannot appear more than once, and it is not a subpath of
any other prime path.
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5.4.2 Failures. There are no failures in the Waymo Perception

Open Dataset; thus, this metric was not computed for Waymo. For

the simulation environments, we count the number of failures and

the number of unique failures as they represent a re�nement of

the considered exposed behaviors. We de�ne failures as either a

crash or a stall. A crash occurs when the ego vehicle collides with

any obstacle, while a stall occurs when the ego vehicle comes to a

complete stop, even though there is a way to keep moving forward.

During each crash, we record the velocity of the tra�c vehicle, the

velocity of the ego vehicle, and the angle of incident. We then de�ne

a unique crash as one whose velocities and angle of the incident

match within a threshold of 1</B and 1 degree, respectively. Given

two crashes that fall inside this threshold, we argue that there was

only one unique crash, as the circumstances around the crash must

have been extremely similar to result in the same velocities and

angle of incidence. To detect a stall, we determine if the vehicle has

a velocity of less than 0.01</B and if the vehicle has an obvious

way to move forward. We de�ne having a way forward as there

being a 30-degree gap in front of the ego vehicle, with no obstacles.

We categorized stalls based on the distance and angle to the closest

object. This distance angle pair could then be compared to other

stalls to see if the stall happened under similar conditions and thus

used to identify unique stalls.

5.5 PhysCov Implementation

Implementing the PhysCov pipeline consists of �rst collecting the

state and sensor data from each vehicle, followed by the three

major steps described in the approach: reduction to reachable set,

reduction to sensed reachable set, and vectorization3.

5.5.1 State and Sensor Collection. To account for di�erences be-

tween each of the environment’s state and sensor formats, we

convert all data into a standard trace format that contains the cur-

rent time, position, velocity, heading, crash status, stall status, and

a 2D point cloud of all detected obstacles around the vehicle in

the vehicle’s frame of reference. The three environments we study

provide the ego vehicle’s time, position, velocity, and heading. Since

there are no crashes or stalls in theWaymo environment, these cells

were set to False. HighwayEnv tracks the crash status of vehicles

internally, so we modi�ed it to externalize it. BeamNG reports pre-

cise vehicle damage that we simpli�ed as a crash if any damage was

reported. Stalls were detected by checking when the ego vehicle’s

velocity was less than 0.01</B , and had a 30-degree gap in front

with no obstacles.

To capture the 2D point cloud, we used di�erent approaches

for each environment. For HighwayEnv, the only obstacles are the

tra�c vehicles and the road’s edge. Since we know the exact size of

the vehicles and the road’s edge is straight, we can geometrically

compute a 2D point cloud of all objects in the ego vehicle’s frame

of reference. BeamNG lets us equip the vehicle with a LiDAR that

returns a point cloud. We con�gured the LiDAR of the ego car

similar to those in commercial vehicles [54]. To focus the LiDAR

on obstacles ahead of the vehicle in a 2D plane, we con�gured it to

return a 180-degrees arc with a 0.1-degree range on the z-axis. Note

that in BeamNG, readings are returned with some environmental

3www.github.com/hildebrandt-carl/PhysicalCoverage

noise since the LiDAR follows the vehicle’s pitch and roll as it throt-

tles, brakes, or hits bumps in the road. Since BeamNG reports the

point clouds in the global frame, we convert it to the ego frame.

The Waymo dataset includes 5 cameras and 5 LiDARS, where each

LiDAR generates a 3D point cloud in the ego frame of reference,

with points up to 75 meters away. We combined each of the in-

dividual point clouds into a single high-�delity point cloud, and

then we removed all LiDAR points behind the ego vehicle, as these

points could not a�ect the approximated reachable set, leaving only

points within a 180-degree arc in front of the vehicle. Finally, we

�atten the LiDAR to generate a 2D cloud to points between 0.75<

above the ground and below 1.25< with respect to the ego vehicle,

as these are obstacles with which the vehicle might collide.

5.5.2 Reachable Set Computation. To compute a reachable set, we

need the vehicle’s state, including the initial position, linear velocity,

and angular velocity. Each of the ego vehicles returns the position

and linear velocity. We approximated the angular velocity as 0,

using the assumption that the majority of scenarios contain roads

without sharp turns and the ego vehicle moving forward, therefore

the magnitudes of angular velocity should always be extremely

small. Under this assumption, we can e�ciently approximate the

reachable set as a sector, as shown in Figure 3b. The sector’s origin

was set to the position of the ego vehicle.

The sector’s line of symmetry was set to match the direction

of travel of the ego vehicle. At a given time C , the sector’s radii

were computed based on a user-de�ned time horizon multiplied by

the vehicle’s maximum speed. When the vehicle is not traveling at

maximum speed, the sector results in an over-approximation of the

actual reachable space. This is acceptable in that we would rather

include additional spaces than ignore potentially dangerous obsta-

cles. The maximum velocity of the ego vehicle for HighwayEnv

was 110:</ℎ. Using E = 3 × C , and a timestep of 1 second, we

can compute that the sector’s radii should be 30<. Similarly, the

maximum speed for BeamNG and the Waymo vehicle was set to

144:</ℎ. Again using a time step of 1 second, we can compute that

the sector’s radii should be 40<.

Finally, the sector arc was set to match the maximum steering

angle of the vehicle. The maximum steering angle for HighwayEnv

was 30 degrees, resulting in a 60-degree arc. For BeamNG and

Waymo, we selected a generic Audi vehicle with a maximum steer-

ing angle of 33 degrees [25] (66-degree arc). While this sector-based

approximation could be more precise by accounting, for example,

for changes to the angular velocity, we favor its application because

it provides a safe over-approximation, is applicable across the three

environments, and its e�cient to compute, which is key given the

datasets’ sizes.

5.5.3 Sensed Reachable Set Computation and Vectorization. Our

implementation combines these two steps into a single computation.

It requires a user-de�ned point in�ation size X , total vectors =,

spread D, and tick intervals I. It starts by converting each point in

the cloud to a circle centered on the point with a radius X , which we

set to 0.2< (we empirically found this value to reduce the chances

that an object goes undetected while also avoiding obstructing other

objects). Next, the implementation creates = vectors, which stem

outward from the ego vehicle, based on � , which de�nes how we

spread the vectors out. It then computes the length of each vector
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from the origin of the ego vehicle to the �rst intersection, which

is either the edge of the reachable set or one of the points from

the point cloud. The real values representing the length of each

vector are then rounded as per � . These computations rely on the

“shapely” python package, which o�ers functionality to manipulate

and analyze planar geometric objects [17].

Below we give detail on how each of the parameters was de�ned.

Total vectors (=): We explore = between 1 and 10 to explore its

impact on the signatures generated. When = = 1, denoted as (Ψ1),

only a single vector was used to approximate AB4=C , resulting in a

''( signature with a single magnitude. When = = 10, denoted as

(Ψ10), the ''( signature included 10 magnitudes.

Spread D: We assumed that the region directly in front of the

vehicle was the most important. Therefore we designed D to favor

the center of the reachable set. The approach places vectors at

roughly 6-degree intervals from the centerline. For example, when

= = 1, a vector was placed on the centerline. When = = 2, two

vectors were placed at ±6 degrees. When = = 3, a vector was placed

on the centerline, and two vectors were placed at ±12 degrees, etc.

Tick Intervals I: RQ1 and RQ2 used failures as part of the evalu-

ation criteria, and since crashes occur in the region closest to the

vehicle, we set I = {5<, 10<} from the vehicle. RQ3 was applied to

a real dataset without failures and focused on categorizing and com-

paring real-world scenarios. Therefore we extended the resolution

to I = {5<, 15<, 25<, 35<} along each vector.

5.6 RQ#1 - Ψ E�ectiveness

This research question explores how e�ective PhysCov is at gener-

ating equivalent input classes. Tables 1 and 2 show, each baseline

and PhysCov for HighwayEnv and BeamNG. Speci�cally, they show

the number of classes generated, and for the classes with more than

one test, the number of consistent classes (containing only passing

or only failing tests), inconsistent classes (containing both failing

and passing tests), the average number of tests per class, and the

percentage of inconsistent classes.

First, we consider the baseline metrics. Line coverage groups

tests into 2754 and 151 classes for HighwayEnv and BeamNG, re-

spectively. Among the ones with multiple tests, 75% and 65% are

inconsistent. Branch coverage groups tests into 7097 and 146 classes,

reducing the inconsistency rate to 63% and 58% when compared

to line coverage. The more complex code coverage measures in

BeamNG do not fare any better. Intraprocedural prime path cover-

age produces more equivalence classes than both line and branch

coverage. However, the number of inconsistent classes actually

jumps from 64 and 56 to 113. The more exhaustive intraprocedural

path coverage and path coverage are overly speci�c, producing a

unique signature for each test, suggesting an inability to group any

tests. Similar to the complex code coverage measures, trajectory

coverage generates 650,123 and 10,000 signatures.

Next, we consider the di�erent parameters of Ψ. As expected, as

the total number of vectors increases, so does the number of equiv-

alent classes generated while the percentage of inconsistent classes

decreases. This highlights the ability of Ψ to vary the granularity of

analysis. For example, Ψ1 results in 2283 and 450 equivalent classes

with multiple tests for HighwayEnv and BeamNG, respectively.

Of these classes, 55% and 57% are inconsistent. As we increase

Table 1: Equivalent classes across metrics for HighwayEnv

All classes Only considering classes with more than 1 test

Cov
Metric

Equiv
classes

Equiv
classes

Inconsistent
classes

Avg # tests
in classes

Percentage
inconsistent
classes

Line 2754 2241 1672 446.0 75%

Branch 7097 4589 2889 217.4 63%

Traj 650123 41717 8155 9.4 20%

Ψ1 3335 2283 1251 437.6 55%

Ψ5 4096 1887 501 528.8 27%

Ψ10 41443 9004 1640 107.5 18%

Table 2: Equivalent classes across metrics for BeamNG

All classes Only considering classes with more than 1 test

Cov
Metric

Equiv
classes

Equiv
classes

Inconsistent
classes

Avg # tests
in classes

Percentage
inconsistent
classes

Line 151 99 64 100.5 65 %

Branch 146 97 56 102.6 58 %

I Prime
Path

421 151 113 64.4 75 %

I Path 10000 0 0 0 —

A Path 10000 0 0 0 —

Traj 10000 0 0 0 —

Ψ1 682 450 258 21.7 57 %

Ψ5 1594 330 132 26.5 40 %

Ψ10 3628 440 139 15.5 32 %

the approximation quality, the number of consistent classes with

multiple tests increases, while the number of inconsistent classes

with multiple tests decreases. Our most detailed approximation,

Ψ10, results in 9004 equivalent classes with multiple tests for High-

wayEnv, while staying roughly consistent at 440 for BeamNG, 18%

and 32% being inconsistent. This highlights our metric’s ability to

scale its abstraction granularity while also creating more consistent

equivalent classes with multiple tests.

To compare the baseline metrics versus PhysCov, we can iden-

tify the ΨG where the choice of G helps to render the number of

equivalent classes observed in the baseline coverage measure. In

HighwayEnv, branch coverage groups tests into 7097 equivalent

classes.Ψ5 is the closest, grouping tests into 4096 classes.Ψ5 has 27%

of inconsistent classes, less than half of branch coverage. Trajectory

coverage generated 650, 123 equivalent classes, which is 15 times

more classes than our most speci�c metric Ψ10. One might argue

that trajectory coverage performs well since it generates 41, 717

classes with multiple tests with 20% inconsistency, while Ψ10 only

generates 9004 with 18%. However, a class generated by trajectory

coverage has, on average, 9 tests while Ψ10 classes have, on aver-

age, 107 tests. This indicates that trajectory coverage is generating

overly speci�c classes that add no value compared with Ψ10. For

BeamNG, establishing a fair comparison against code coverage met-

rics is more di�cult as even Ψ1 renders more classes. However, to

capture the more complex environments Ψ5 is su�cient to reduce

the inconsistency rate to 40%, and with Ψ10 the inconsistency rate

is 32%, half that of branch coverage. The results for trajectory cover-

age align with those from Highway-Env. It generates overly speci�c

classes, in fact, so speci�c that no tests were grouped together.

Next, we examine PhysCov as the size of the test suite size in-

creases through Figure 5 for BeamNG (similar trends can be ob-

served for HighwayEnv, and we share those results in our artifact3).

The shaded regions show the minimum and maximum coverage

for the test suite size. To generate these regions, we computed
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Figure 5: PhysCov for tests in BeamNG

each line 10 times while randomly varying the order in which tests

were added to the test suite. These �gures show three trends. First,

code coverage measures, naive trajectory coverage, and Ψ1 saturate

within the �rst 50 tests, while Ψ2 saturates within the �rst 1000

tests. These metrics su�er as their resolution is too limited to be

helpful as adequacy metrics. Second, when G in ΨG increases, the

coverage achieved grows rapidly before starting to level o�. This

is because, as time passes, tests conducted on the same scenario

struggle to reveal new coverage. The improved trajectory coverage

is comparable to Ψ7. While this is promising, one concern is that if

we were to add a new scenario, for example, a similar highway in

another city, trajectory coverage would require a second derivable

area to be de�ned, and show a sudden vertical drop in coverage

as the denominator would have doubled (assuming the new deriv-

able area is the same size as the old), while PhysCov’s denominator

would not change. This would happen for any scenario, regardless

of its similarity or di�erence. This thought experiment indicates an-

other shortcoming of trajectory coverage, which would either need

to know all possible scenarios which may be covered beforehand

(so that a static denominator could be computed), or each time a

new scenario was added, the denominator would change, and the

coverage achieved would drop. The third and �nal trend is that

similar to the higher Ψ, the unique number of failures also levels

o� with a greater number of tests as new faults become more di�-

cult to expose. Next, we explore whether the correlation between

failures and coverage supports this observation.

Since the correlation between unique failures detected and cov-

erage is expected to temper as a metric saturates, we explore this

relation over small suites consisting of 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, and

5000 tests. We generate 1000 suites of each size and compute the

correlation between the test suites coverage and the unique failures

detected. The resulting Pearson correlation coe�cients are shown

in Tables 3 and 4. These tables show a stark contrast between struc-

tural code coverage and PhysCov. There is almost no correlation

between the structural code coverage metrics and unique failures

found. When looking at trajectory coverage, there appears to be a

moderate correlation between trajectory coverage and failures, with

increases for larger suites. Analyzing this increase in correlation

revealed that the de�nition of unique failures arti�cially favored

this metric as crashes in identical circumstances (e.g., velocity and

Table 3: Correlation between coverage and unique failures

found for test suites of di�erent sizes in HighwayEnv.

Test
Suite
Size

Line
Coverage

Branch
Coverage

Naive
Trajectory
Coverage

Improved
Trajectory
Coverage

PhysCov
(Ψ5)

PhysCov
(Ψ10)

10 0.09 0.10 0.02 — 0.63 0.69

50 0.00 0.02 0.05 — 0.55 0.68

100 0.05 0.05 0.20 — 0.43 0.64

500 -0.02 -0.02 0.23 — 0.21 0.47

1000 nan -0.02 0.22 — 0.20 0.37

5000 nan 0.08 0.09 — 0.05 0.32

Table 4: Correlation between coverage and unique failures

found for test suites of di�erent sizes in BeamNG.

Test
Suite
Size

Line
Coverage

Branch
Coverage

Naive
Trajectory
Coverage

Improved
Trajectory
Coverage

PhysCov
(Ψ5)

PhysCov
(Ψ10)

10 0.05 0.05 -0.22 -0.22 0.04 0.50

50 0.04 0.05 -0.05 -0.05 0.39 0.49

100 -0.04 -0.03 0.03 0.03 0.27 0.43

500 -0.02 -0.04 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.29

1000 0.07 0.09 0.25 0.25 0.11 0.20

5000 0.07 0.08 0.20 0.20 0.07 0.19

angle of collision, number of vehicles, and obstacles in the vicin-

ity) occurring in di�erent sections of the track were independently

counted. This indicates that this metric may be complementary to

Ψ and that Ψ parameters may need to be adjusted based on the

failure type. Still, Ψ10 correlation is greater for all suites. Finally,

when we consider PhysCov, there is also a modest correlation be-

tween failures and PhysCov, and the strength of the correlation

varies across two factors. First, using a higher resolution RRS ab-

straction always produces test suites with a higher correlation with

failures. Second, and as expected, increasing the number of tests

using the same scenario weakens the correlation as coverage starts

to saturate. Moving to ΨG where G > 10 is likely to mitigate this.

5.7 RQ#2 - Test Selection using PhysCov

This research question explores how e�ective PhysCov is as a test

selectionmetric and its ability to select test suites that induce unique

failures. The previous research question suggested that PhysCov

did indeed correlate with unique failures. If this were true, we

should be able to select test suites that maximize PhysCov, which

in turn would maximize the unique failures found. We generated

100 test suites between 0 and 1% of the original test suite size by

repeatedly randomly sampling 100 tests from the original test suite

and greedily adding the test that either maximizes or minimizes

the PhysCov of the current test suite.

Figure 6 shows the unique failures found by each of the 100 test

suites for both HighwayEnv and BeamNG. Each �gure shows test

suites that were selected to maximize PhysCov, minimize PhysCov,

or selected randomly. These �gures reveal two insights. First, test

suites selected to maximize PhysCov always detect more unique

failures than randomly selected suites. Second, minimizing PhysCov

always produces test suites with fewer, generally none, unique

failures. This shows that PhysCov is a good metric for selecting

tests and reducing a test suite size. Once again, there is slightly more

variance in the results of BeamNG, likely due to its complexity and

noisier environment. Overall these results indicate that PhysCov is

a viable metric for test selection. We could use PhysCov to select

a minimal number of tests while retaining the number of unique

behaviors and, in turn, failures found.
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Figure 6: Unique failures found when selecting test suites

that maximize or minimize PhysCov

5.8 RQ#3 - Real-World Scenarios

This research question explores how e�ective PhysCov is on a real

dataset. As con�gured, this dataset provided 3.1% coverage using

Ψ10, so this dataset is clearly missing many potential environments

the vehicle will encounter.

Beyond this simple characterization, this study aims to assess

PhysCov potential at distinguishing between similar and di�erent

real-world scenarios. The study explores this problem from two

angles. First, using the camera images, we identi�ed 3 tests where

the vehicle was operating in clearly distinct scenarios (parking

lot, two-lane rural road, single-lane urban road), and 3 tests where

the vehicle was operating in very similar environments (variations

of highways). These are shown in the �rst row of Table 5. We

conjecture that if PhysCov was an e�ective metric at identifying

equivalent classes, the 3 distinct scenarios should also produce

distinct RRS signatures, while 3 similar scenarios should produce

more similar RRS signatures. The results in the second row of

Table 5 support this conjecture. Each test is roughly 20 seconds, with

data recorded at 10Hz, resulting in 199 RRS vectors. Interestingly

we see that the distinct scenarios B and C have 3 overlapping RRS

signatures, while scenario C has no overlap. This makes sense when

considering that despite the di�erences of scenario B (single-lane

urban road) and scenario C (dual-lane rural road), they both are

narrow roads, so there is a chance of some overlap in RRS. However,

scenario A is a parking lot that is signi�cantly di�erent from both

other scenarios and thus has no RRS overlap.

In the second part of this study, we selected 3 tests that produced

the least and 3 that produced the most overlap in terms of RRS

signatures. To do this, we compared all 3-way combinations of

Waymo’s 798 tests, a total of 84,376,796 combinations, and then

selected the least and most overlapped combination, as shown in

the third row of Table 5. The Venn diagram indicates that distinct

scenarios have no overlap, while similar scenarios produce nearly

139 identical RRS signatures. We conjecture that if PhysCov was a

good metric, the tests with no overlap should intuitively be required

to perform distinct behaviors, while tests with overlap should re-

quire similar behaviors. The �fth row in Table 5 shows camera data

from the selected tests. When selecting distinct RRS vectors, we

ended up with 3 distinct scenarios: a busy intersection, a one-way

downtown city road, and a two-lane road with a separator. The sce-

narios with similar RRS signatures corresponded to three scenarios

where the Waymo vehicle was stuck in dense tra�c. Interestingly

two of these scenarios (A and B) stem from the same root test, even

though Waymo provided them as separate tests.

Table 5: Comparing overlap between RRS when selecting

based on Scenarios and RRS signatures.

Selection
Method

Distinct Similar

Given
Scenarios

Resultant
RRS

Given RRS

Resultant
Scenarios

Overall, RQ3 shows that our technique can be applied to real

world datasets and can distinguish between di�erent and similar

scenarios, which is helpful in deciding how best to optimize and

augment a test suite.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a general approach to quantify the number

of unique environments experienced by an autonomous vehicle.

It relies on a novel abstraction of the sensed environments, ''( ,

that employs physical reachability analysis based on the vehicle

state and kinematics and dynamics to identify the most relevant

area of the input space and e�ciently produces a vector-based char-

acterization of that space. Our study illustrates how Ψ can render

meaningful equivalent classes to capture the environments, its cor-

relation with failures, and how the ''( parameters can control the

quality and cost of PhysCov. The study also shows the potential

of Ψ to improve the e�ciency of the testing process through test

selection and distinguish among di�erent real-world scenarios.

In the future, we would like to dig deeper into richer state and

reachability models that o�er more precision and more sophisti-

cated characterization techniques of the sensed reachable space. We

would also like to empirically explore several factors and parame-

ters, like the time horizons and the application to other autonomous

vehicles such as drones. Last, we would like to start exploiting the

potential synergy between the proposed approach and the tech-

niques being developed for test generation for autonomous vehicles,

where Ψ could be used to assess and guide those techniques.
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